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Summary (AUD) 

Market Capitalisation $40M 

Share Price $0.17 

52 week low (20-01-16) $0.073 

52 week high (23-08-16) $0.215 

Ave Monthly Vol (year rolling) 2.862M 

Key Financials 
Year End (US$m) FY15 

Actual 
FY16 

Est. 
FY17 

Est. 

Production (Bcfe) 0.5 0.3 4.7 

Revenue (post royalties) 2 2 115 

EBITDAX -3 -6 98 

EBIT -10 -8 84 

NPAT -11 -8 52 

NPAT (A$mn) -15 -10 71 

EPS (Ac) -6.3 -4.4 30.3 

Growth (%)  na na 
PER (x) 

 

na 1x 

EV/EBITDAX (x)  na nm 

EBITDAX Margin  na na 83% 

Operating cash/share (Ac) -4.4 -3.1 43.6 

PCF (x)  na 0.4x 

ROE (%) -46% -47% 76% 

     
 

Share Price Graph (AUD) 

 
Source: yahoo finance 

Our View 
We see PSA as a differentiated small energy play with existing cash 
flow from US assets and transformative near-term production and 
development opportunities in Yemen. The stock looks significantly 
undervalued on our forecasts and we suggest the sector, particularly 
with respect to commodity pricing, is close to if not at the bottom of 
the cycle providing a ground floor entry price opportunity. 

Key Points 
 INITIATING COVERAGE 
 Yemen to kick start growth – Petsec Energy Ltd (PSA.AX) is building on its 

traditional US gas focussed business, diversifying into Yemen and oil. 
Activity in 2016-2017 aims to grow the production base through the 
restart of oil fields acquired in Yemen over the last 12-18months. 

 First oil to catalyse reserves bookings – PSA is planning to re-start the An 
Nagyah oil production facilities containing (a minimum) 12.8Mb of 2P 
volumes with significant upside in both flow rates and reserves in our 
view. Additionally, the company is likely to undertake an extensive 
appraisal of the Al Meashar oil discovery…re-entering two wells and 
commencing an extended production test of the field.  

 The oil is there and industry is returning to normal but will the market 
be in wait and see mode?  –  The market is likely to want to see a full 
return to normal oil industry practices before fully crystallising the value 
of Yemen assets in the company share price but a successful resumption 
of production at An Nagyah should result in a transformational growth 
in earnings and underpin a move away from dependence on continuing 
low US gas prices. 

 A Convertible Note facility provides a financing cushion –  Through the 
acquisition and start-up phase we see the company as adequately 
funded with a US$15mn Convertible Note facility in place. We 
conservatively model An Nagyah production from 2017 noting the 
potential for earlier commencement although our assumptions are 
dependent on the timing of work activities. We suggest our estimates 
contain a reasonable margin of comfort in cash flow terms. 

 A ‘cheap’ production opportunity with valuation to continue to rise 
from here – Importantly, successful outcomes in Yemen also deliver 
increased value to the remainder of the asset base. The current share 
price can be justified by a risk weighted value of the US assets and cash. 

 

We value the stock at A$0.91/share of which >A$0.60/share can be 
attributed directly to existing Yemeni oil discoveries with near term 
production upside. On an un-risked basis we suggest Yemen could 
deliver value upside in in the order of >A$1.00.  

The current share price largely represents our estimate of the un-risked 
value of the PSA US assets and cash; and implies the market is, quite 
literally, pricing the stock as a ‘free option’ over Yemen with the 
economic upside likely to be crystallised over 2017 (and beyond). 
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY 
 

 
Source: Company data; Taylor Collison estimates;  

Share Price as of close of trading 07/09/16 
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Petsec Energy Limited (PSA.AX) is an ASX listed company with operations in the shallow waters of the Gulf of 
Mexico, onshore Texas and a growing presence in the Republic of Yemen. 
PSA is on the cusp of production and earnings growth predominantly based on the development and restart of 
assets acquired in the Republic of Yemen. Despite the sovereign risks associated with the Yemeni strategy, the 
commercial potential is transformative awaiting the resumption of normal industry operations. 
The company has a significant reserves and resources base, which could underpin the growth of the firm into a 
significant mid-tier oil and gas company. 

The time for small oils with development options is…now 
The volatility of global oil prices is constraining market interest in the oil and gas sector, however, small-cap 
companies with near term production growth opportunities and/or a significant programme of activity can 
provide strong investment options. 

Petsec Energy Ltd fits the template of a small energy company investment opportunity providing: 

 growth production from existing US and new assets (An Nagyah) in Yemen with transformational earnings 
and growth potential;  

 quantum upside in Block 7 (Al Barqa, Yemen), an area with a known working petroleum system, access to 
key infrastructure, operatorship and a strategic working interest (63.75%) providing financing options; 
and 

 near term development upside from existing discoveries (Al Meashar, Yemen)  

The company is well advanced in its plans to restart and appraise the production potential of its recently 
acquired Yemen assets, which underpin an earnings growth story, commencing from 2017. 
Completion of the Yemen acquisitions delivers PSA a step-wise increase in 2P reserves. The independent 
reserves assessments attribute only 13Mb of 2P oil to An Nagyah, with a further 10Mb as contingent volumes.  

The stock is attractively priced but dependent on Yemen outcomes 
The move into Yemen is critically important and a point of major differentiation amongst its sector peers. It’s 
likely the market will hold some investment concerns at least until political and asset risks abate and that is 
likely to be when oil production tracks independent forecasts and cash begins to flow. We expect that to be 
evident through 1H’17. 
We like the oil strategy as it provides important diversification away from the gas dominated US onshore 
operations that comprise the remainder of the asset base and moves the risk profile away from exploration. 
The value proposition is highlighted on a number of metrics: 

 the share price is at an ~80% discount to our valuation  

 we forecast earnings of >US$50mn for 2017 pricing the company at a PER of <1x 

 the company is cheap in the sector on an enterprise value and market cap to reserves basis…and note we 
maybe too conservative on our 2P assumptions. 

In our view PSA is an attractive oil opportunity in a market that is still at or close to the bottom of the cycle. 
Figure 1: Relative reserves metrics – PSA compares favourably to the sector with embedded upside in the portfolio 

COMPANY  Price 
(A$) 

Issued Cap 
(mn shares) 

MCap 
(A$mn) 

EV 
(A$mn) 

2P Volumes 
(Mboe) 

MCap/2P 
(A$) 

EV/2P 
(A$) 

Oil Search OSH 6.52 1522.7 9,928 14,242 499 19.88 28.52 
Woodside WPL 28.56 822.9 23,503 29,142 1,462 16.08 19.93 
Beach Energy BPT 0.55 1860.7 1,041 1,014 64 15.76 15.76 
Santos STO 4.20 1766.2 7,418 13,948 914 8.12 15.26 
Tap Oil TAP 0.09 257.6 23 32 3 6.59 9.31 
Horizon HZN 0.04 1302.0 56 228 9 6.22 25.35 
Elk Petroleum ELK (Adj) 0.08 672.3 52 58 12 4.26 4.75 
Cooper Energy COE (Adj) 0.32 333.7 80 29 20 4.06 1.49 
Senex Energy SXY 0.25 1152.7 288 189 83 3.46 2.26 
AWE Ltd AWE 0.65 526.7 342 324 134 2.55 2.41 

Petsec Energy PSA 0.17 234.7 40 28 13 3.07 2.15 
Source: ASX data; Company data (as of most recent reserves reported adjusted where necessary)  
Company prices (rounded) as of close of trading 07/09/16 
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Valuation…Yemen provides the transforming upside 

The value attraction of the company unsurprisingly lies within its Yemeni oil opprtunities. The current share 
price (A$0.19, 30-Aug) can largely be supported by the ascribed (risked) value to the company’s US play (and 
cash) even allowing for the margin of error within normal projections. The pricing of the company effectively 
represents a ‘free option’ over the upside embedded within the Yemen oil development strategy.  

Our commodity forecasts are updated quarterly and reference the WTI, US Nat Gas and currency forward 
curves to the expiry of the quoted prices, reverting to our long-term assumptions over a 3-year period. 

Figure 2: Commodity price assumptions 

. 2016F 2017F 2018F 2019F 2020F Long term 
FX 0.7363 0.7343 0.7265 0.7184 0.7122 0.7000 
US Nat Gas (US$/mcf) 2.56 3.18 3.02 3.00 3.06 4.00 
WTI Oil (US$/b) 44.65 53.45 54.94 55.82 56.54 70.00 

Source: Analyst assumptions 

We value the company using asset-specific metrics, applying where necessary a discretionary probability 
weighting to reflect the assessed risk. The underpinning aspect of the NAV is the value ascribed to the Yemen 
oil development and exploration potential, which is subject to further de-risking.  

On the basis of our price assumptions and scenario outlook we value the Company at $0.91/share, risk 
weighted where appropriate and with no allowance for a corporate premium. 

Figure 3: Valuation breakdown 
   Risked Unrisked 
   Pr A$mn A$/share A$mn A$/share 

US Onshore  various 75%1 $29 $0.12 $39 $0.16 
Yemen2 An Nagyah 100% 75% $146 $0.62 $194 $0.83 
 S1 undeveloped 100% 10% $17 $0.07 $168 $0.71 
 Al Meashar 63.75% 10% $12 $0.05 $118 $0.50 
Exploration assets    $15 $0.06 $15 $0.06 

Net Cash/(debt)3    $4 $0.02 $4 $0.02 
Corporate costs    ($10) ($0.04) ($10) ($0.04) 

TOTAL    $213 $0.91 $528 $2.25 

Shares on issue  235      
Source: Analysts estimates (as of most recent reserves reported adjusted where necessary)  
Footnotes: 1. US Onshore risk weighted at 75% given the performance of assets year-to-date versus Cawley Gillespie & Assoc projections of 
1-Jan; 2. We assume completion of Oil Search transactions by end-2016; 3. Cash includes restricted deposits held as bonds 

The current share price is an ~80% discount to our valuation and in our view represents an attractive entry price 
for a company on the cusp of significant project redevelopment that could deliver strong increases in 
production. 
Whilst it can be argued that these Yemen assets do come with ‘high levels’ of associated risk, both technically 
and politically, the economic conditions are becoming more favourable with oil production and exports having 
recommenced (albeit at a limited scale) and the difficult technical work has been completed…the oil has been 
discovered and developed.  
Restoration of output should be reasonably straight forward to achieve and we can recognise the attraction of 
the production opportunity to PSA. Importantly, we suggest the potential upside of Yemen is not reflected in 
the current share price. 
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Yemen – the key to growth 
“He who is patient is always successful” (a Yemeni proverb) 

Petsec holds two important Blocks in Yemen with high working interests providing leverage and if necessary 
financing options. These assets come with existing 2P reserves and; production facilities and history. 
Importantly, the Blocks come with a portfolio of high impact exploration prospects. 
As indicated in the company’s most recent Quarterly Report (June 2016 Quarterly Results – ASX release 20-Jul): 

• In Block 7…“Petsec currently holds a non-operating 35% working interest (29.75% participating interest) and 
has an agreement with Oil Search Limited (ASX: OSH) to acquire its 40% working interest (34% participating 
interest)…and; 
…the Company “now expects to conclude the acquisition of the Oil Search interest towards the end of 2016 
following the announcement of a peace agreement. The acquisition…will increase Petsec Energy’s overall 
working interest in the block to 75% (63.75% participating interest). On completion Petsec Energy will 
assume operatorship of the block.”  

• “…on 5 Feb-2016 Petsec acquired a 100% working interest (82.5% participating interest) and operational 
control of the Damis (Block S-1) Production Licence”. 

The Yemen acquisitions fit within the key planks of the company’s growth strategy (as outlined in the company’s 
investor presentation -Apr-2016): 

 Focus on highly productive, underexplored areas which hold potential for large oil discoveries (>100Mb)  

 Focus on investments in projects at appraisal and development stages  

 Target de-risked projects at the discovery or early production stages  

 Acquire ‘cheap’ assets in the Mid East-North Africa region in the current political/low oil price environment. 

Block S1 (Damis) – 100% (82.5% participating interest)  

Figure 4: Schematic of Damis Block discoveries and infrastructure 

 

Source: Company data 
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The Damis PSC is located in Central Yemen and includes five oil and gas discoveries with production from the An 
Nagyah oil field, the only development in the Block to date but shut-in since Feb-2014 at which point it was 
producing at ~5kbpd. An Nagyah provides PSA with a near-term cash flow opportunity and we suggest, provides 
the underpinning cash generation to support the development and growth plans for the region. 
A resumption of operations is being targeted as early as the political situation allows and our assessment and 
valuation is based on a 2017 start-up. The production facilities have been maintained and production could be 
commenced via trucking and/or pipeline. The company has indicated oil could commence flowing sometime in 
4Q’16 (June 2016 Quarterly Results). 

Figure 5: Damis infrastructure – production and storage facilities 

 
Source: Company data 

The field infrastructure consists of: 

 35 development wells drilled or recompleted in the field since mid-2004 with another six to be drilled over 
the remaining field life to contract expiry as we understand it; 

 a CPF (Central Processing Facility) with a capacity of ~20kbpd with associated gas handling and a connection 
to the Jannah export pipeline via a 28km, 10” tie line. The tie line has a capacity of 80kbpd but currently 
limited to 30kbpd constrained by the current pump configuration. 

Block S1 also contains four other discoveries: oil at the Harmel and Osaylan fields; and gas-condensate at the An 
Naeem and Wadi Bayhan fields. 

Figure 6: Selected well results and field discoveries in Block S1  

Well  TD Comments Field 

An Nagyah-1 May-93 1365m 58m gas + 8m oil column 

Rec 39deg API crude 

 

An Naeem-1 May-00 1615m 30.5m net pay in two zones testing 40mmcfd+1020bpd 
cond on test 

An Naeem 

Harmel-1 Jun-00 1852m Tested 22deg API crude from three zones at 500bpd Harmel 

An Naeem-2 Nov-00 1424m 36m of net pay delivered ~28mmcfd+880bpd on test  

An Nagyah-2 Dec-02 1631m Successfully tested 46deg API oil An Nagyah 

An Naeem-3 Jan-03 1623m Tested at 3.8mmcfd+12bpd from 8m zone  

An Nagyah-3 Mar-03 1295m Tested at 240bpd of 42deg API oil  

Wadi Bayhan-2 Oct-06 2726m Gas condensate discovery Wadi Bayhan 

Osaylan-2 Nov-06 1675m Oil discovery 

The O-3 well tested 153bpd of 43deg API oil 

Osaylan 

Source: Company data 
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The potential impact of An Nagyah 
With An Nagyah potentially restarting in late-2016 it’s worthwhile looking at project potential and value under 
the following assumptions (company guidance and analyst assumptions): 

 Currently DeGolyer-McNaughton attribute 13Mb of 2P reserves to the project, with Wood-Mackenzie 
classifying a further 10Mb as ‘technically recoverable’, which we have suggested are 2C equivalent. It’s 
highly likely in our view, that a restart of the field will enable these 2C volumes to be reclassified over time. 

 The Block S1 licence is due to expire in 2023. We assume production only up to licence expiry but suggest a 
commercial case could successfully be made for a licence extension. 

 We estimate capex for this phase of US$30mn with the drilling of 3 new wells. 

 A WTI price deck as per Fig.2 based on the forward curve as of 30-Jun-2016 

 

We model the field on broadly standard Yemen PSC terms although we do note that specifics can vary from 
Block to Block. 

On our assumptions using only the current 13Mb of 2P oil as ascribed we calculate an unrisked value of 
~A$194mn (A$146mn risked at 75%) or ~A$0.83/share (A$0.62/share risked), peaking at ~A$214mn 
(~A$0.92/share) on a heavily restricted outlook. 
Our NPV equates to ~A$16.75/b for the remaining 2P volumes but a successful restart makes it quite evident 
there’s a significant value opportunity to be won through commercialisation of the residual ‘technical’ reserves 
(2C) of 10Mb. 
It’s likely that a reasonable upside case for ultimate recovery will be closer to the combined 2P + 2C (~23Mb) 
but in the absence of a current commercialisation plan we can only consider this potential as a higher risk 
opportunity subject to development timing, particularly with a licence expiry/renewal anticipated in 2023. 
We ascribe an ‘in ground’ value to this resource of ~A$17mn (A$0.07/share) on a risked basis referencing the 
unit value of the producing reserves and a 10% probability weighting, although that may be too conservative a 
discount. 
We have assumed the value at this stage on an ungeared basis with the required capex investment to be met 
from existing company resources. 

Figure 7: Potential Cash flow from An Nagyah** 
   2016F 2017F 2018F 2019F 2020F 2021F 2022F 2023F 

Production Mb 2.0 2.0 1.9 1.6 1.6 1.5 1.3 

Revenue US$mn 0 109 112 106 92 91 88 76 

less 

Royalty (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (2) 
Cost Allowance (1) (10) (10) (10) (9) (9) (9) (8) 

Sunk Cost Pool Opening 65 65 55 45 35 27 17 8 
Attributed cost (10) (10) (10) (9) (9) (9) (8) 
Closing  65 55 45 35 27 17 8 (0) 

Profit Oil (1) 106 109 103 90 88 76 65 
Profit Oil Split (1) 42 44 41 36 35 31 26 
Gvt Allowance (6) (6) (6) (5) (5) (5) (4) 

Contractor Take US$ (1) 36 37 35 31 30 26 22 
A$ (1) 49 51 49 43 43 36 30 

NPV (A$mn) $194 $214 

Source: Company data (Independent reports); Analyst assumptions 

** Based on D&M Mar-16 Reserves Report 

 
This scenario only commercialises 2P oil reserves of 12Mb and represents what can be considered as a ‘base-
case’ for the field with upside from the ‘technically recoverable’ volumes. 
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Block 7 (Al Barqa) – 63.75%* (pending completion of the Oil Search agreement).  
PSA acquired an initial 29.75% interest was in the Block in 2014 from AWE Ltd and Mitsui E&P (Middle East), 
subsequently increasing its equity exposure through the purchase of Oil Search Ltd interests* resulting in the 
company holding the majority working interest and importantly, Operatorship. 

* The acquisition of the Oil Search interests is now expected to be finalised by end-2016 (company guidance) 

Figure 8: Block 7 equity interests (LHS); Location and evaluation area (RHS)  

Participant   

Petsec Energy (Operator) 
KUFPEC (Aden) Limited 
The Yemen General Corp. for 
Oil and Gas 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

63.75% 
21.25% 

 
15% 

Source: Company data 

Block 7 contains the Al Meashar oil discovery and a ‘prospects and leads’ inventory of eight targets with a 
potential size range of 2 – 900Mb (gross). 
Critically, the petroleum system in this Block is ‘proven’ and a direct development analogue exists 15-20km to 
the west at the Habban Oil Field, which contains some 170Mb (gross 2P reserves) with a current production 
rate of ~20kbpd. 
Two wells have been drilled into the Al Meashar structure with the discovery well intersecting a gross oil 
column of 637m in fractured basement. Testing results have been very encouraging, recording peak flow rates 
of 1046bopd and 6.36mmcfd of gas over three zones leading to an initial resource estimate of 11Mb gross (7Mb 
net).  
Habban was brought into production in 2009 as a 20Mb development but has delivered >22Mb(est) to mid-
2015 with remaining reserves considered to be in excess of 100Mb (OMV estimate). This upside estimate 
highlights the nature of the fractured basement play where the extent of the drawdown potential of the 
reservoir can be massive. 
We don’t suggest Al Meashar will have the same quantum of upside as Habban but as the resource estimate 
represents only the potential of a single fault block in a potential productive area covering 5-6 fault blocks a 
commercial development of the field could potentially deliver significant growth potential in its own right, 
particularly as the company has noted in drilling: 
“…we encountered a very large hydrocarbon column over 500m in height and it extends beyond the structural 
closure that we can map, so the reserves numbers that have been reported are really confined to the mapping of 
the 3D dataset and the structural closure that we can map, but certainly the wells that were drilled had oil 
shows all the way to TD above and beyond that closure.” (Source: energynewsbulletin.net – 24 Apr 2015) 
We suggest an Al Meashar development could potentially be underpinned by being tied back to the Habban 
processing facilities, which has a throughput capacity of 30kbpd, 150kb of storage. 
As indicated in the June Quarterly Report, the forward work programme is anticipated to be a re-entry of the Al 
Meashar-1 and -2 wells, to bring into production as a precursor to an EWT (extended well test). The EWT will 
likely be conducted over a period of 3-9 months to establish stabilised production rates for field planning and 
underpin a follow-up appraisal/development programme. 
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The focus of activity in the block to date has been exclusively in the southern part of the permit as indicated in 
Fig 9, where the dominant potential lies and commercial opportunities would appear to be the strongest, in 
proximity to the existing pipeline networks. 
Figure 9: Block 7 activity has focussed on the south, on trend from success. 

 
Source: Company data 
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US Onshore – even small successes can improve the returns but low 
gas prices cap the upside 
US assets have historically underpinned the company’s production and earnings and certainly over the recent 
past the company has been considered a gas play with volumes since 2011 estimated to be around 95% gas on 
a bcfe basis. The 1H’16 volumes showed a marked decline in the gas component but production was down 
~50% pcp and is likely to be an anomalous result at this stage. 
Given the heavy gas bias, the company has been significantly, negatively impacted by the sustained fall in US 
gas prices through this period, which despite the emergence of what will be a large LNG export industry in-
country, are expected to remain low for the foreseeable future as highlighted by the Nat Gas forward curve. 
Production has been in decline since 2010 delivering only ~511mmcfe in 2015 and 1H’16 volumes of 
~105mmcfe…2016 will be a period of further decline. 
Given the currently low production base, one exploration success can deliver a significant positive impact to the 
reserves and production outlook as evidenced by new discoveries at Mystic Bayou (in production) and Hummer 
made in 2015. Reserves materially increased as recorded on 1-Jan-16 as noted in Fig. 10. 
We note the most recent independent resource analysis by Cawley, Gillespie & Assoc. Inc. (Cawley) projected a 
significant increase in production from 2016 and through the forecast period, however, this has not been borne 
out by the in 1H’16 (volumes of 105mmcfe) which is likely to deliver a materially lower outcome from 2015. 
We do though, model a rebound in US production with the completion and start-up of Hummer production in 
2017, but highlight the margin of error around these forecasts is large and the key variable to the 
ascribed/implied value of the US assets is more strongly driven by the prevailing oil price rather than volumes. 
Even a return of output to around 2014 levels, on US$100+/b prices, only generates ‘reinvestment’ capital. 
Figure 10: US segmental results – production, revenue and reserves  

  2012 2013 2014 2015 1H16 2016F 2017F 2018F 

Net Production mmcfe 2445 3645 1612 511 105 236 425 532 

Realised Prices          
Liquids US$/b 106.76 106.79 101.12 39.95 38.54 43.91 50.60 55.83 
Gas US$/mcf 3.01 3.99 4.68 2.60 2.32 2.56 3.18 3.02 
 US$/mcfe 3.50 4.50 5.08 3.07 3.14    

Net Revenue  8558 16418 8191 1570 330 796 1732 2109 

EBITDAX**  1411 8679 5254 (618) (1026)    

DD&A  (3872) (6985) (1739) (526) (114)    

Exploration expense (3,888) 171 (54)  (817)    

Impairment  1,349 (7786) (3057) (6378)     

Acquisition capex  6917 6563 6029 11373 495    

Net 2P reserves* bcfe 11.1 7.2 1.9 22.0     
NPV US$mn 31.8 16.5  32.7     

Source: Company data 
*Independent reserves estimates as reported by Ryder Scott/Cawley Gillespie & Associates Inc. 
**Back-calculated EBITDAX estimates based on PSA segmental reporting 

The geological risks of continuing a US drilling strategy are relatively low but success rates vary and like most US 
O&G plays, require a high continuing capital reinvestment. These opportunities are worth pursuing, but in the 
absence of a strong rebound in commodity prices, the play is likely to be self-sustaining at best through the 
medium term, in our view. 
We assume a net capital investment of ~US$5mn per annum in the US plays could deliver moderate growth or 
at worst a sustaining production base ranging 0.5 - 1.0mmcfe. 
It’s our view that projected returns will be better in the company’s Yemen oil assets, given the leverage 
afforded by the embedded development and production upside. However, the US assets do provide 
diversification and transformative opportunity as we see them. 
Looking through the Cawley results (with associated NPV assumptions), the PSA US reserves have been ascribed 
a NPV/bcfe averaging ~US$1.75, which provides the basis for our (unrisked) value for the assets of ~A$39mn 
(~A$0.16/share). The 2016 actuals to date don’t support the Cawley production profile but that is offset by a 
more favourable (current) price deck, so we feel the unit NPV is still valid as a basis for assessing the assets. 
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Cash flow and financing – in 2016 cash is king 
The company in now in a period of project development (post acquisitions) with commitments largely 
underpinned by the current cash balance (as modelled) heading into an An Nagyah oil production start-up from 
2017. 
We see the remainder of 2016F as forecast, with modelled capex commitments of around US$4mn for US 
drilling and infrastructure; and a net share of Al Meashar workover activity although we note this may be a little 
conservative with some upside risk. 
We model GG&A costs to increase from 2016 as the company assumes operatorship of its Yemen assets and 
absorbs the associated overhead costs. Note we don’t model a significant increase in production through 2016.  
Figure 9: Cashflow projections (US$mn – unless otherwise stated) 

 

US$M 2014 2015 2016F 2017F 2018F 

Operational Cash Flow 1 (8) (5) 75 81 

A$M (7) 102 111 

Net Operating Cashflow 1 (6) (5) 67 65 
Exploration (6) (12) 0 (5) (5) 
Other 12 (0) (3) (16) (21) 
Net Investing Cashflow 6 (12) (5) (21) (26) 

A$M (8) (29) (36) 

Net Debt Drawdown 
Convertile Note drawdown    5   
Equity Issues/(Buyback) 
Net Financing Cashflow 0 0 5 0 0 
Net Change in Cash 7 (18) (6) 45 39 

Net Cash (inc restricted cash) 33 13 3 48 87 

A$M 4 66 119 

Source: Company data, Analyst’s estimates 

We model PSA with a closing 2016F cash balance of ~US$3mn but this also includes “…secured deposits 
primarily held in an escrow account to secure operator bonds that are on issue to the Bureau of Ocean Energy 
Management”. Our unrestricted cash estimate is therefore effectively ‘zero’, which highlights that PSA require 
production and earnings from the Yemeni assets to come on as anticipated, without major delays.   
The company has recently established a US$15mn Convertible Note facility to provide the cash operating 
flexibility required through this period of production re-establishment and we model the company drawing 
down the first tranche of US$5mn before end-2016. 
 
Yemeni oil production could deliver a significant surplus operating cash but come with the following risks: 

 timing on resumption of normal industry activity will be dependent on a definitive resolution to the peace 
process. We note the completion of the Oil Search transaction has already been pushed back from mid-2016 
to end-2016; 

 timing of resumption of oil production could be later than modelled although we understand significant 
positive progress has been made with tenders out for the offtake of currently stored crude oil and 
production resumed at some fields: 
“Yemen has resumed production and exports from its Masila oilfields for the first time since a civil war began more than 
16 months ago, state news agency sabanew.net reported. 
The agency…quoted oil minister Saif al-Sharif as saying Yemen also hoped to resume production from the Shabwa and 
Marib oilfields. 

Sharif said Yemen hoped to resume exporting oil and natural gas from Ras Isa port, on the Red Sea, and Balahaf on the 
Gulf of Aden, but gave no details on timing or quantity. 

An oil ministry official said last month that Yemen had sold 3Mb of crude to commodities trader Glencore…” 
www.reuters .com, 11-Aug, ‘Yemen resumes oil output, exports from Masila fields’. 

 short-term production rates delivering as forecast. At this stage and until oil starts to flow, upside or 
downside performance remains unknown. 
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Not without risk but manageable we suggest, with transformational upside 
As essentially, a Yemeni oil redevelopment story the overarching risk to delivering a sustainable oil production 
base is initially political but we suggest post re-entry of the existing oil fields commences, the intrinsic risks will 
be largely technically based. Current news headlines suggest the region is heading towards a sustainable, 
peaceful resolution and at least on a limited level, oil production and exports have resumed. 
The exploration risks are largely low…the assets are in proven hydrocarbon fairways containing and near to 
existing oil fields. Importantly the exploration prospects lie within an extensive infrastructure network, lowering 
the threshold for commercial success. Perhaps, in relative terms, the Blocks are still at a relatively early stage of 
delineation on a regional basis and further data is required to support the technical aspects, but growth 
outcomes are not dependent on initial exploration success. 
Although the company is confident existing oil production opportunities can be exploited quite rapidly, there 
will still be residual issues…some of these wells have been shut-in for an extended period and may require a 
work-over or in a worse case, a re-drill. 
There are a number of potential re-rating points for the stock. A strong first pointer is the recent 
recommencement of normal industry activity in Yemen. We note already the resumption of production and 
exports on a limited scale, which sets the platform for PSA once operations are resumed. 
Much will depend on the upcoming well testing programme An Nagyah and Al Meashar. If there are material 
issues associated with the re-start the company could perhaps find it difficult to demonstrate a realistic 
commercial timeframe. 
On the positive side, results above expectations in terms of flow rates could drive an acceleration of 
development activity and opportunity for further oil production in excess of our forecasts…this would 
represent significant upside to our NAV, in our view. 
We contend that the current share price does reflect a ‘free option’ at a transformational oil production 
opportunity in Yemen with no premium for commercial potential built into the market perceptions yet.  
It all comes down to the next 12months or so and delivery on Yemeni oil field re-starts 
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Disclaimer 

The following Warning, Disclaimer and Disclosure relate to all material presented in this document and should be read before making 
any investment decision. 

Warning (General Advice Only): Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. This report is a private 
communication to clients and intending clients and is not intended for public circulation or publication or for the use of any third party, 
without the approval of Taylor Collison Limited ABN 53 008 172 450 ("Taylor Collison"), an Australian Financial Services Licensee and 
Participant of the ASX Group.  TC Corporate Pty Ltd ABN 31 075 963 352 (“TC Corporate”) is a wholly owned subsidiary of Taylor Collison 
Limited.  While the report is based on information from sources that Taylor Collison considers reliable, its accuracy and completeness 
cannot be guaranteed. This report does not take into account specific investment needs or other considerations, which may be 
pertinent to individual investors, and for this reason clients should contact Taylor Collison to discuss their individual needs before acting 
on this report. Those acting upon such information and recommendations without contacting one of our advisors do so entirely at their 
own risk. 
 
This report may contain “forward-looking statements". The words "expect", "should", "could", "may", "predict", "plan" and other 
similar expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements. Indications of and guidance on, future earnings and financial 
position and performance are also forward looking statements. Forward-looking statements, opinions and estimates provided in this 
report are based on assumptions and contingencies which are subject to change without notice, as are statements about market and 
industry trends, which are based on interpretations of current market conditions. 
 
Any opinions, conclusions, forecasts or recommendations are reasonably held at the time of compilation but are subject to change 
without notice and Taylor Collison assumes no obligation to update this document after it has been issued.  Except for any liability 
which by law cannot be excluded, Taylor Collison, its directors, employees and agents disclaim all liability (whether in negligence or 
otherwise) for any error, inaccuracy in, or omission from the information contained in this document or any loss or damage suffered by 
the recipient or any other person directly or indirectly through relying upon the information.  
 
Disclosure:  Analyst remuneration is not linked to the rating outcome. Taylor Collison may solicit business from any company 
mentioned in this report. For the securities discussed in this report, Taylor Collison may make a market and may sell or buy on a 
principal basis. Taylor Collison, or any individuals preparing this report, may at any time have a position in any securities or options of 
any of the issuers in this report and holdings may change during the life of this document. 

This report was prepared solely by Taylor Collison. ASX did not prepare any part of the report and has not contributed in any way to its 
content.  The role of ASX in relation to the preparation of the research report is limited to funding their preparation, by Taylor Collison 
limited, in accordance with the ASX Equity Research Scheme. 

Analyst Interests: The Analyst(s) may hold the product(s) referred to in this document, but Taylor Collison Limited considers such 
holdings not to be sufficiently material to compromise the rating or advice. Analyst(s)’ holdings may change during the life of this 
document. 

Analyst Certification: The Analyst(s) certify that the views expressed in this document accurately reflect their personal, professional 
opinion about the financial product(s) to which this document refers.  
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Analyst: Andrew Williams 
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